The top quark decays more quickly than the strong-interaction time scale, Λ −1 QCD , and might be expected to escape the effects of nonperturbative QCD. Nevertheless, the top-quark pole mass, like the mass of a stable heavy quark, is ambiguous by an amount proportional to Λ QCD .
Introduction
The mass of the recently-discovered top quark [1] has been measured with impressive accuracy, m t = 175 ± 6 GeV [2] , by the CDF and D0 experiments at the Fermilab Tevatron. The uncertainty will be reduced even further, to perhaps 1-2 GeV, with additional running at the Tevatron [3] , or at the CERN Large Hadron Collider [4] . High-energy e + e − [5] or µ + µ − [6] colliders operating at the tt threshold hold the promise of yet more precise measurements of m t , to 200 MeV or even better.
With such increasingly-precise measurements on the horizon, it is important to have a firm grasp of exactly what is meant by the top-quark mass. Thus far the top-quark mass has been experimentally defined by the position of the peak in the invariant-mass distribution of the top-quark's decay products, a W boson and a b-quark jet [2] . This closely corresponds to the pole mass of the top quark, defined as the real part of the pole in the top-quark propagator. The propagator of a top quark with four-momentum p has a pole at the complex position √ p 2 = m pole − i 2 Γ, and yields a peak in the W b invariant-mass distribution (for experimentally-accessible real values of p) when √ p 2 ≈ m pole . The pole mass of a stable quark is well-defined in the context of finite-order perturbation theory [7] . However, the all-orders resummation of a certain class of diagrams, associated with "infrared renormalons", indicates that the pole mass of a stable heavy 1 quark is ambiguous by an amount proportional to Λ QCD , as a result of nonperturbative QCD [8, 9] . Physically, this is a satisfying result, because we believe that quarks are permanently confined within hadrons, precluding the unambiguous definition of a quark pole mass [10] .
The top quark decays very quickly, having a width Γ ≈ 1.5 GeV, approximately an order of magnitude greater than the strong-interaction energy scale Λ QCD ≈ 200 MeV. Such a short lifetime means that the top quark decays before it has time to hadronize [11, 12, 13] . The large top-quark width can act as an infrared cutoff, potentially insulating the top quark from the effects of nonperturbative QCD [14, 15, 16] .
Given this information, one might expect the top-quark pole mass to be free of the ambiguities associated with nonperturbative QCD. The purpose of this article is to demonstrate that this is not the case. The top-quark pole mass, like the mass of a stable heavy quark, is unavoidably ambiguous by an amount proportional to Λ QCD . We demonstrate this in two ways, first by a general argument using S-matrix theory, second by a consideration of infrared renormalons. The ambiguity in the pole mass in the specific context of the W b invariant-mass distribution is discussed at the end of the next section.
General Argument
Consider a scattering process with asymptotic states consisting of stable particles. We first ask if it is possible for the scattering amplitude to have a pole at the mass of a stable quark. This would correspond to a quark propagator connecting two subamplitudes, as depicted in Fig. 1 ; the pole in the quark propagator would correspond to the pole in the amplitude. Such a configuration is impossible, however: the subamplitudes which the quark propagator connects have external states which are color singlets (due to confinement), while the quark is a color triplet, so color is not conserved. Thus there cannot be a pole in the amplitude at the quark mass.
This argument applies equally well to an unstable quark, such as the top quark. The fact that the quark is unstable evidently plays no role in the argument; it only shifts the imagined pole in the propagator into the complex plane. As in the case of a stable quark, there cannot be a pole in the amplitude, regardless of how short-lived the quark. In particular, the fact that the top-quark lifetime is much less than Λ −1 QCD is irrelevant. There is another way to understand why the short top-quark lifetime is irrelevant. Let us return to Fig. 1 , and again consider first the case of a stable quark. Imagine that there is a pole in the amplitude at the quark mass. Near the pole, the scattering amplitude would factorize into the production of the stable quark by scattering subprocess A, followed by its propagation over a large proper time, and concluding with its participation in scattering subprocess B. Thus the quark could be considered as an asymptotic state. This demonstrates that the poles in the scattering amplitude of a theory correspond to its asymptotic states [17] . Since quarks are not asymptotic states, due to confinement, there cannot be a pole at the quark mass.
A similar argument applies to an unstable quark, such as the top quark. The imagined pole position is now located at a complex value. Because the scattering amplitude is an analytic function, the analytic continuation to complex momentum is well-defined. Near the pole, the scattering amplitude would factorize as before, although this would no longer correspond to a true physical process since the top-quark would have complex momentum [18] . The top quark would propagate over a large proper time, and could not escape confinement. There would be no asymptotic top-quark state, and hence no pole.
We are left with the following physical picture. A state with momentum near its pole corresponds to a long-lived particle, regardless of whether the pole is real or complex. If the particle is colored, it will be confined, preventing an unambiguous definition of the pole mass of the particle. These arguments imply that the nonperturbative aspect of the strong interaction will stand in the way of any attempt to unambiguously extract the top-quark pole mass from experiment. For example, consider the extraction of the pole mass from the peak in the W b invariant-mass distribution. In perturbation theory, the final state is a W and a b quark, as depicted in Fig. 2(a) . However, the b quark manifests itself experimentally as a jet of colorless hadrons, due to confinement. At least one of the quarks which resides in these hadrons comes from elsewhere in the diagram, and cannot be considered as a decay product of the top quark, as depicted in Fig. 2(b) . This leads to an irreducible uncertainty in the W b invariant mass of O(Λ QCD ), and hence an ambiguity of this amount in the extracted top-quark pole mass.
Infrared Renormalons
We now turn to an investigation of the top-quark pole mass from the perspective of infrared renormalons. We first review the argument which demonstrates the existence of a renormalon ambiguity in the pole mass of a stable heavy quark [8, 9] . We then extend the argument to take into account the finite width of the top quark. Finally, we investigate the existence of a renormalon ambiguity in the top-quark width itself.
The pole mass of a quark is defined by the position of the pole in the quark propagator. The propagator of a quark of four-momentum p is
where m R is a renormalized short-distance mass, 3 and Σ(p /) is the renormalized one-particleirreducible quark self-energy. The equation for the position of the pole is
This is an implicit equation for p / pole that can be solved perturbatively. We first work to leading order in α s , which gives
where Σ (1) (m R ) is the one-loop quark self-energy shown Fig. 3(a) . This quantity is real, so the pole position is real. Renormalons arise from the class of diagrams generated by the insertion of n vacuumpolarization subdiagrams into the gluon propagator in the one-loop self-energy diagram, as shown in Fig. 3 (a ′ ). One can express this as
where
and β 0 is the one-loop QCD beta-function coefficient, β 0 ≡ 11 − (2/3)N f . Formally, these are the dominant QCD corrections in the "large-β 0 " limit. Thus Σ (1) (m R , a) in Eq. (4) is calculated at leading order in α s , but to all orders in a.
For large n the coefficients c n grow factorially, and are given by [19, 20, 21] c n n→∞ → e −C/2 2 n n!
where C is a finite renormalization-scheme-dependent constant. 4 The series in Eq. (4) is therefore divergent. One can attempt to sum the series using the technique of Borel resummation [22] . The Borel transform (with respect to a) of the self-energy is obtained from the series coefficients, Eq. (6), via
where u is the Borel parameter. Because the coefficients c n are divided by n! in the above expression, the series has a finite radius of convergence in u, and can be analytically continued into the entire u plane. The self-energy is then reconstructed via the inverse Borel transform, given formally by
The integral in Eq. (8) is only formal, because the Borel transform of the quark selfenergy possesses singularities on the real u-axis, which impede the evaluation of the integral. These singularities are referred to as infrared renormalons because they arise from the region of soft gluon momentum in Fig. 3(a  ′ ) . The series for the self-energy in Eq. (4) is therefore not Borel summable.
The divergence of the series for the self-energy is governed by the infrared renormalon closest to the origin, which lies at u = 1/2. This renormalon is not associated with the condensate of a local operator, so it cannot be absorbed into a nonperturbative redefinition of the pole mass [8, 9] . Instead, one can choose some ad hoc prescription to circumvent the singularity in the integral. The difference between various prescriptions is a measure of the ambiguity in the pole mass. Estimating the ambiguity as half the difference between deforming the integration contour above and below the singularity gives [9] δm pole ∼ 8π
so the pole mass is ambiguous by an amount proportional to Λ QCD . We now include the O(α W ) contribution to the top-quark self-energy shown in Fig. 3(b) . The pole position is still given by Eq. (3), but where Σ
(1) (m R ) includes both Figs. 3(a) and (b). Since Fig. 3(b) has an imaginary part, the pole moves off the real axis. The imaginary part of the one-loop pole position defines the tree-level top-quark width via Im Σ
(1) (m R ) ≡ − 1 2 Γ tree . As before, to extend the calculation to all orders in a, we replace Fig. 3(a) by Fig. 3(a  ′ ) . This contribution to the pole mass remains the same as for a stable quark, and has the same renormalon ambiguity. At leading order in α W , the infrared renormalons do not know about the top-quark width.
The O(α s ) contribution to the top-quark self-energy learns about the top-quark width if one works to all orders in α W , via a Schwinger-Dyson representation [23] , as shown in Fig. 4 . The circles on the internal propagators and the vertex in Figs. 4(a) and (b) represent the weak corrections to all orders in α W . 5 We wish to solve for the pole position as given by Eq. (2). We denote the pole position at zeroth order in α s , but to all orders in α W , by the complex value M, with Im M ≡ − 1 2 Γ, where Γ is the top-quark width to all orders in α W . At leading order in α s , the pole position is then given by
where Σ(M) is given by Figs. 4(a) and (b) . Again, we extend this calculation to all orders in a by making n vacuum-polarization insertions in the gluon propagator, as depicted in Fig 4(a  ′ ). This yields a series in a, which we denote by Σ(M, a) in analogy with Eq. (4). To investigate whether the width might cut off the infrared renormalons generated by these diagrams, we need only consider the contribution of soft gluons. In the limit of vanishing gluon momentum, the internal propagator reduces to Z/(p /−M), where Z is the wavefunctionrenormalization factor. The Ward identity tells us that, in this same limit, the dressed vertex is simply Z −1 . Thus, in the infrared limit, Σ(M, a) is formally identical to Σ (1) (m R , a) with m R replaced by M everywhere. The infrared renormalons, which are associated with the Borel transform with respect to a, are unaffected. The width does not act as an cutoff for infrared renormalons, despite the fact that it is much greater than Λ QCD . We conclude that the pole mass of the top quark is ambiguous by an amount proportional to Λ QCD , just as for the case of a stable quark.
We next ask whether the top-quark width suffers from a similar renormalon ambiguity. Because the first-order calculation yields the top-quark width at tree level only, it is insufficient to address this question. The solution to Eq. (2) 
where the superscripts on Σ indicate the order at which it is to be evaluated. The imaginary part of this equation (times −1/2) defines the top-quark width at O(α W α s ). One may calculate the imaginary part of Eq. (11) using the Cutkosky rules. This reduces to the calculation of the QCD correction to the process t → W b. 6 The presence of renormalons in this process was investigated in Refs. [19, 20] . If the width is expressed in terms of the pole mass, then it has an infrared renormalon at u = 1/2, corresponding to an ambiguity proportional to Λ QCD . However, if the width is expressed in terms of a short-distance mass, such as the MS mass, there is no renormalon at u = 1/2, and hence no ambiguity proportional to Λ QCD .
Conclusions
Although the top-quark lifetime is much less than the strong-interaction time scale, Λ −1 QCD , there are nonperturbative contributions to the top-quark pole mass, just as in the case of a stable heavy quark. These nonperturbative contributions are signaled by the divergent behavior at large orders of an expansion in a = β 0 α s (m R )/4π. This leads to an unavoidable ambiguity of O(Λ QCD ) in the pole mass of the top quark.
A short-distance mass, such as the MS mass, can in principle be measured with arbitrary accuracy. This may require nonperturbative information, depending on the measurement. It is sensible to adopt the MS mass as the standard definition of the top-quark mass, as is the convention for the lighter quarks [24] . The relation between the top-quark pole mass and the MS mass evaluated at the pole mass, m(m pole ), is known to two loops [25] : 
where the last term reminds us that the pole mass has an unavoidable ambiguity of O(Λ QCD ).
Given that the pole mass is ambiguous, we suggest as the standard the MS mass evaluated at the MS mass, which is related to the pole mass by 
The difference in the coefficients of the two α s 2 terms above is exactly 8/3. For a top-quark pole mass of 175 ± 6 GeV, m(m) = 166 ± 6 GeV.
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The considerations of this paper apply to any colored particle, stable or unstable. Thus, if nature is supersymmetric, the pole masses of squarks and gluinos will necessarily be ambiguous by an amount proportional to Λ QCD .
